
我會
(I can) 

Age group:0-3 YEAR OLDS

Independence: Through gradual self-discovery, the child gains
independence and builds self-confidence.
Cooperation: The child enthusiastically desires to assist their parents
with household tasks, imparting the importance of care and support
within the family.
Values: The child expresses a longing to learn about gratitude and love,
nurturing the development of positive values and affection for the world
around them.
Process: The parents lovingly encourage the child to embrace a gradual
learning process, emphasizing that failures are insignificant compared
to the progress made through continuous effort and learning.

"I Can"  tells the story of a young child who is discovering the joy of doing
things independently. They learn essential skills like using the toilet, eating,
and getting dressed, and eagerly lend a hand with household chores and
cleaning. The child also shares their aspirations of growing up, learning
gratitude, and embracing love. The book highlights the unwavering support
of loving parents who encourage their children to learn at their own pace,
emphasizing that regardless of their achievements, they will always be
treasured. Here are some captivating lessons from this book:
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How do you feel when you can do things by yourself,
like going potty or eating your meal all by yourself?
Does it make you happy? 

What are some other things you enjoy doing on your
own? Let's talk about the things you can do all by
yourself! 

How can we help each other in our family? Can you
think of ways we can work together and make
things easier for everyone?

Why is it okay to learn and grow at our own pace?
It's fun to try new things, even if we make mistakes!

上廁所尿尿 (Shàng cèsuǒ niào niào) - Go potty ㄕㄤˋ
ㄘㄜˋ ㄙㄨㄛˇ ㄋㄧㄠˋ ㄋㄧㄠˋ
⾃⼰吃飯 (Zìjǐ  chīfàn) -Eat on your own ㄗˋ ㄐㄧˇ ㄔ ㄈ

ㄢˋ
⾃⼰穿⾐服 (Zìjǐ  chuān yīfu) -  Dress yourself ㄗˋ ㄐㄧˇ

ㄔㄨㄢ ㄧ ㄈㄨ˙

幫媽媽做家事 (Bāng māma zuò jiāshì) - Help mom

with chores ㄅㄤ ㄇㄚ ㄇㄚ ㄗㄨㄛˋ ㄐㄧㄚ ㄕˋ
學會感謝 (Xuéhuì gǎnxiè) - Learn to be grateful/ Learn

to say thank you ㄅㄤ ㄇㄚ ㄇㄚ ㄗㄨㄛˋ ㄐㄧㄚ ㄕˋ ㄒ
ㄩㄝˊ ㄏㄨㄟˋ ㄍㄢˇ ㄒㄧㄝˋ
學會愛 (Xuéhuì ài) - Learn to love ㄒㄩㄝˊ ㄏㄨㄟˋ ㄞˋ
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